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Requirements To File Canadian Trade-mark Applications

• To proceed with preparing and filing a new trade-mark application, the following information is required:

  1. Applicant’s legal name
     ~ Applicant may be a corporation, an individual, a partnership, a joint venture, a trade union or a lawful association.
  2. Applicant’s address
  3. Identification of the mark
  4. Identification of wares and/or services to be applied for
     ~ Canada does not maintain a numbered classification system for wares and services.
     ~ Application may include an unlimited list of wares and/or services in a single application. The government filing fee is not subject to increase depending on the number of wares and services covered.
     ~ Application may cover both wares and services.
  5. Ground(s) of application (one or more of the following may be relied upon)
     ~ Proposed use (by applicant and/or licensee)
     ~ Use in Canada
       - Need date of first use in Canada
       - Identify if use by applicant and/or predecessor(s)-in-title, which must be named.
     ~ Use and pending application or registration abroad
       - Mark must be in use abroad and country where use has taken place must be identified in application
       - Particulars of foreign application or registration required: photocopy thereof is helpful but a certified copy is not required at time of filing.
       - A certified copy of the foreign registration and, if in language other than English or French, an English or French translation thereof, must be submitted prior to advertisement.
• Claiming Convention priority (if applicable)
  ~ Need particulars of foreign application
  ~ Application to be relied on must meet the following criteria:
    - must have been filed within past six months;
    - must be the first filing in a member country of the Union; and
    - the applicant or its predecessor in title, at the date of filing of the foreign application, must have been a citizen of, a national of, domiciled in or had a real and effective establishment in the country of the Union where the first foreign application was filed.
  ~ No separate documentation, such as a certified copy of the foreign application or resulting registration, is required to support or perfect a claim for Convention priority, at the time of filing the application or thereafter.
• We can sign the application on applicant’s behalf.
• No Power of Attorney or Appointment of Agent is required.
• No specimens are required unless requested by Examiner.
• It is currently taking approximately six to eight months from filing for the Canadian Intellectual Property Office to issue the first Examiner’s report or to approve an application for advertisement.
• On average, it takes 15 to 18 months from filing to registration, assuming no substantive objections or oppositions.
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